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The author examines how machine learning can be leveraged to address the practical challenges
of delivering lower-cost security by resolving more threats faster, with fewer resources. It will
focus on machine learning security techniques that work at typical levels of data volumes, from
those operating with “small data” to those implementing data lakes.

“Machine learning is revolutionizing the security landscape.”

P

opular responses to that statement are all over the
map. Some say machine learning is vastly over hyped
in our market, while others contend it is the combination of machine learning with access to more data that is
the main reason to be optimistic about security in the future.

at leveraging data, big data, and data lakes, machine learning
and security clearly will achieve more breakthroughs together.

In the day-to-day world of data security, analytics practitioners who have embraced machine learning are regularly
catching bad actors, such as externally compromised accounts or malicious insiders. We do this by using machine
learning and analytics to detect indicators of compromise
and predict which employees or associates are likely to leave
with stolen data. We succeed when we define what is normal,
then determine anomalies using machine learning. Machines
are simply faster at repetitive tasks like finding inconsistencies in the patterns of data usage, and machines do not tire
from scouring through billions of data events per day.

There are two good reasons why machine learning is useful
to security. First, it can reduce the cost of standing up and
maintaining a security system. In this industry, we’ve spent
billions, yet we clearly need better tools to protect our data.
The bad guys still have better tools than the good guys, and
it still costs too much to investigate and respond to security
incidents. The nature of defense is that it simply takes time to
build up resistance, only to have a new attack render that defense ineffective or obsolete. This leads to the second reason
that machine learning is important: it can reduce the time
required to detect and respond to a breach once the inevitable
occurs. Proper use of machine learning can have a measurable impact on deployment time and cost, as well as dwell
time from incident to response.

At present, the cybersecurity industry is still behind the curve
in demonstrating the kind of success that machine learning
has achieved in some other industries. But with rapidly growing volumes of data and better behavioral monitoring aimed

In this article, I will examine how we leverage machine
learning to address the practical challenges of delivering lower-cost security by resolving more threats faster, with fewer
resources. I will focus on machine learning security tech-
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niques that work at typical levels of data volumes, from those
operating with “small data” to those of us implementing data
lakes. My purpose is to empower security teams to make use
of machine learning to automate what skilled experts can do:
prioritize risks so that experts can focus attention on those
high-threat anomalies that signify targeted attacks, compromised accounts, and insider threats.

Automate and learn: What machine learning does
best
The concept of machine learning is based on the idea that
we can use software to automate the building of analytical
models and have them iteratively learn, without requiring
constant tuning and configuring. Machine learning, if implemented properly, learns by observing your company’s particular data. It should not require rules, tool kits, or a team
of data scientists and integrators to endlessly examine the
datasets in order to become operational. Similarly, the software should not require a team with system administration
or DevOps skills to architect a big data infrastructure. Many
companies’ experiences with analytics date back to when scientists and integrators had to spend months, or even years, to
understand the business and how every aspect of the dataset
intersected with users and machines. This is no longer the
case. Modern machine learning works with the data in your
organization, observing it persistently through continuous
user, file, and machine monitoring.
Further, machine learning can react automatically to typical
business changes by detecting and reacting appropriately to
shifting behavior. This is often a surprise to companies accustomed to bringing in teams of consultants and having
to re-engage them when a new business unit is created or a
merger occurs. It is expected that if there are new behaviors;

the old software must be configured; rules constantly rewritten; new thresholds created. But if done correctly, machine
learning can learn—then automatically continue to learn—
based on updated data flowing through the system. Just as a
teacher doesn’t have to tell an equation how to compute the average
grade score for the population of a
Automatic means no
class, the same equation for comrules must be fineputing averages will work in classrooms everywhere—or when classtuned, no thresholds
es are added or removed.

must be tweaked, no

Math is magical, but not magic.
maintenance must
The fact is, math cannot do anybe performed when
thing that a human can’t do, given
enough time and persistence. Math
your business shifts.
simply expresses what is happening in an automated fashion using
equations. In machine learning, such equations are implemented as software algorithms that can run continuously and
tirelessly. There is plenty of mystique around the seemingly
limitless capabilities of “magical” algorithms that are, in reality, far less responsible for what machine learning can do for
security than the data itself. In fact, connecting the data to
the math (a process known as feature engineering) and then
implementing the math at scale (using appropriate big data
technologies) is where the real magic of machine learning for
security lies.

Cost and time essentials
One way to understand how machine learning can have an
impact on cost is to look at the steps required to install and
use an analytical product. We all know there is fixed time
associated with installation and configuration, but it is the
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pendent on the capabilities of the analytics. The real cost disparity emerges when we ask questions such as:
• Do I need to set thresholds?
• Will we have to write rules?

• Am I paying service fees for these capabilities?
• How easy is it?

To get value from the system, you obviously want to ask the
essential question: How long before we can actually learn
something about a breach? By asking and answering this, we
can know time to value.
Figure 1 – Time to value: Security analytics using rules, versus security
analytics using machine learning

tuning and training of the analytics that has been historically
costly.
There are many steps involved in the process between deciding to start to build a security analytics-enabled process, to
receiving valid analytics that can detect and respond to incidents. Choosing the right approach can significantly reduce
the time and the cost between the project start and when value can be provided. Specifically, choosing a proper machine
learning-based approach that does not require manual tuning, customization, building of rules, etc., can greatly accelerate the time to value (figure 1).
Whether total deployment time is fast (a couple of hours or
few days) or painfully slow (as long as a year!) is largely de-
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To obtain the answer, we need to focus on how machine
learning extracts value. It’s popular to focus attention on the
algorithm, most likely because recently algorithms such as
Deep Learning have been achieving exciting successes in the
news. And it’s naturally easy to get lost in that excitement!
However, more important than the algorithm is a focus on
the right data and correspondent use case appropriate for
your particular organization. Getting the right datasets for
the job and applying the right principles will trump any given algorithm, every time. With this approach, we can allow
machine learning to do what it does best: find evidence, and
connect the dots between pieces of evidence, to create a true
picture of what is happening.
This “connecting of dots” is important because it allows us
to show corroboration across datasets. When security professionals talk about alert fatigue, they are really referring to the
need for better corroboration so they can reduce the number
of results the system fires. Simply put, when we have alert fatigue, the math is not helping us compress the results that
the system is finding. But math can help compress billions
of events per day into dozens of incidents by effectively scoring all events, and then corroborating multiple-scored events
together. A machine learning implementation further means
that this approach to reduce false positives and alert fatigue
can be done automatically, to give us the reduced cost and faster time to value we’re looking for. But how does that work?

The value of a score: Probabilistic methods vs.
rules and thresholds
One important machine-learning technique is using probabilistic statistical methods1 to score events for risky indicators,
rather than to rely on rules with thresholds that either fire or
do not fire.
When we talk about scoring an event, we are simply talking
about computing a number, for example, between zero and
100. This contrasts with relying on rules that issue a Boolean alert. Boolean alerts either fire or do not fire, based on
parameters and thresholds the operator has set. The problem
with this approach is that since alerts either fire or do not
fire, as the alerts accumulate (in your SIEM, for example), the
best we can do is count them. Having 10 alerts, all with lim1 For a good overview of probabilistic and statistical methods as it applies to machine
learning, see: Murphy, K. P. 2012. Machine Learning: A Probabilistic Approach,
Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press.
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ited severity information and context,
delivers little information that is helpful.
When we score events for risk, we can assign them meaning—for example, 0% is
no risk, while 100% is the most extreme
risk—and then more smartly aggregate
risk values to get a combined picture of
the risks associated. Risk scores can give
additional context by being associated
with not only a particular activity, but
also with the assets, people, and machines involved. Mathematical weighting helps us tune and train our model for
specific activities, people, assets, and end
points on a per-behavior pattern basis.

are trained to look for—bad or at least
“weird” things happening to their data.
Finally, we can collect and score all of the
events and compute their likelihood of
causing us problems. In this way, we create a system that can learn automatically.
This automatic learning is an important
component of why the machine learning
approach works. Automatic means no
rules must be fine-tuned, no thresholds
must be tweaked, no maintenance must

be performed when your business shifts.
But how does machine learning pull off
this trick?

How machines learn
Machines don’t learn in a vacuum; machines learn by continually observing
data. Given enough data, machines can
turn data into patterns. Observation of
patterns can lead to generalizations, a
process accomplished by taking exam-

Aggregating scores, rather than simply
counting alerts, is more effective because
we can define a weighted representation
of how risky behavior is. In contrast, if
all you have is an alert, you can only say
that “X” things happened. While it’s true
that we can label events, labeling things
either good or bad does not help. In
fact, it can be risky. It quickly becomes
easy to ignore low probability events or
trick the system into ignoring them. You
can see why it is possible to get 10,000
alerts when the threshold is set too low,
for example. In a typical medium-size
business environment, it is quite likely
to have the data present us with billions
of “events”—multiple bits of evidence of
what is happening to the data. Machine
learning can work quickly to distill these
billions of events to tell the difference
between low- and incredibly high-risk
events, and then connect them together
for a picture, or handful of pictures, that
can tell us what is going on. Here, math
helps us compress the results, so instead
of having alert fatigue or a group of patterns with arbitrary values, we have a
clear picture using statistics of what is
anomalous.
In addition to using scoring, effective
machine learning in data security lets
us use probabilistic math rather than
thresholds. Probabilistic methods are
better than thresholds because they tell
us not just about badness, but the probability or degree of badness. We can
compute all of the events, not just those
arbitrarily deemed likely to be interesting. We can much more accurately assess
the overall risk posture of any entity and
actually measure what security experts
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ples and creating general statements or truths. This learning
process is true not just of machines, but of humans. Machine
learning is nothing more than algorithms2 that automate this
same learning process that we as humans do naturally.
Consider that when we as humans see something, we know
what we probably saw because it is most similar to what we’ve
seen before. This is actually an example of a machine learning
algorithm known as “nearest neighbor” (or k-nearest neighbors, for the picky).
Here is an example of applying machine learning to determine whether an animal is a cat or a dog. By fitting points to
a line we can observe that when we see an animal and it has
long whiskers (cats) and longer tails (also cats), it is more likely to be a cat than a dog. The more examples we see, the more
generalizations prove the rule. While it’s true that sometimes
a cat has a short tail and occasionally a dog has really long
whiskers, it is mostly not the case. Clusters emerge showing
cats and dogs. Children quickly recognize by this method
what is a cat and what is a dog. Algorithms, when given examples, can be created to do the same thing, using math to
automate this process.
Suppose we go around our neighborhood and measure the
whisker lengths and tail lengths, in inches, for the first 14 pets
we see. We may end up with a set of data points like the following (table 1):
Whisker Length
(input)

Tail Length
(input)

Cat or Dog?
(output)

5

6

Cat

5.7

11

Cat

4.3

9.5

Cat

4.2

7

Cat

6.4

8

Cat

5.9

10

Cat

5.2

9

Cat

2.3

5

Dog

2.5

3

Dog

4

9.5

Cat

2.1

7

Dog

1.3

9

Dog

3.4

7.5

Dog

Figure 2 – A plot of neighborhood
dogs and cats, and their tail and
whisker lengths, in inches.

Figure 3 – A simple model that
distinguishes between dogs and cats,
based on tail and whisker length.

As a human, when given a set of observations that look like
figure 2, you might eventually conclude (or learn) that cats
generally have longer tails and whiskers than dogs.
There are two broad classes of machine learning: supervised
learning and unsupervised learning.
In supervised learning, we are given the answers. In our cat
and dog example, suppose that whenever we are given a whisker length and tail length, we are also told whether the animal
is a cat or a dog; this is an example of supervised learning.
Rather than simply asking us to “find me dogs and cats,” the
data told us what these animals are. Since we, in turn, advised
the algorithm about whisker and tail length, this class of algorithm is known as supervised learning. It requires accurate
examples.
The model, represented visually by the dotted line (figure 3),
states that if the tail and whisker length is to the left of the
dotted line, declare the animal to be a dog. If it’s on the right,
call it a cat.
Using the learned model shown in figure 3, we can start to
make predictions. When we see animal X, and measure its
tail and whisker length, we would predict that it’s a cat, since
it is to the right of the dotted line (figure 4). X’s long whiskers
and long tail give it away!
In unsupervised learning, we hope that a grouping (or clustering) pattern emerges based solely on the input data, without
any output labels (figure 5). The data tells the story, self-organizing into clusters. In general, unsupervised learning is a
much harder problem than when output labels are available.

Table 1 – Whisker and tail lengths of sample pets
2 There are many good books that introduce the concepts of machine learning.
The following book is short and very readable, and does not require a deep math
background: Adriaans, P. and Zantinge D., 1996. Data Mining, England: AddisonWesley Longman. The following is a great reference for those more comfortable with
mathematical notation. Tan, P.-N.; Kumar, V. and Steinbach, M. 2006. Introduction
to Data Mining, Boston: Addison-Wesley Longman. For the coders, try: Conway, D.
and White, J. M. 2012. Machine Learning for Hackers, O’Reilly.
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Figure 4 – Predicting with a model
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Unsupervised learning means we do not have any “labels,”
so we are not told the “answers.” In other words, we observe
a set of whisker and tail lengths from 14 animals, but we do
not know which are cats and which are dogs. Instead, all we
might know (if we’re lucky!) is that there are exactly two types
of animals. We might still arrive at a good model to distinguish between dogs and cats (such as the one illustrated in
Figure 4), but this is clearly a harder problem!
In general, security use cases require a mix of supervised and
unsupervised learning because datasets sometimes have labels, and sometimes have not. An example of datasets where
we have a lot of labels is malware: we have many examples of
malware in the wild, so for many malware use cases, we can
use supervised learning to learn by example. An example of
datasets where we have little to no labels is anything related
to insider threat or APT; there is generally not enough data
available to rely on supervised learning methods.

The importance of the input
The input that you give your machine learning model matters
significantly. In trying to distinguish cats from dogs, knowing to focus on whisker and tail lengths allowed our machine
learning to be successful. If we had chosen less meaningful
inputs—such as trying to distinguish cats from dogs by the
number of legs—we would have been less successful.
The process of picking and designing the right inputs for a
model is critically important to succeeding with analytics.
For security use cases, research and experience must guide
the feature engineering process so that the right model inputs
are chosen. For example, we know from CERT, Mandiant,
and others that good indicators of insider threat and lateral
movement are related to unusually high volumes of traffic.
Our own research has discovered that the ratio of an individual’s writes to and reads from an intellectual property repository—something we affectionately call the “mooch ratio”—is
a valuable, predictable input as well. By observing such indicators, an effective machine-learning system can predict who
might be getting ready to steal data.
As you can see, the most important part of data science is
selecting the inputs to feed the algorithm. It’s an important
enough process to have its own special name: feature engineering. Feature engineering, not algorithm selection, is
where data scientists spend most of their time and energy.
This process involves taking data—for example, raw firewall,
source code, application logs, or app logs—understanding the
semantics of the dataset, and picking the right columns or
calculated columns that will help surface interesting stories
related to our use case. A feature is little more than a column
that feeds the algorithm. Picking the right column or features
gets us 90 percent of the way to an effective model, while
picking the algorithm only gets us the remaining 10 percent.
Why? If we are trying to distinguish between cats and dogs,
and all we have as inputs are the number of legs, the fanciest
algorithm in the world is still going to fail.

But how do we determine the right features? Selecting features requires knowledge. For example, we might include our
historical experience or studies from industry organizations
such as CERT, academic research, or our own brainstorming.
This type of knowledge is the reason we need experts who can
take what is in their heads and ask machines to automate it.
Creating good features is a far better use of people skills and
money, anyone would agree, than hiring expensive hunters to
sift through a sea of alerts. Machine learning simply allows
us to automate typical patterns so that our highly qualified
hunters can focus on the edge cases specific to the company
and the business.

Online vs. offline learning
There are two modes of machine learning: online and offline.
Offline learning is when models learn based on a static dataset that does not change. Once the models have completed their learning on the static dataset, we can then deploy
those models to create scores on real-time data. Traditional
credit-card fraud detection is an example of offline learning.
Credit card companies can take a year of credit card transactions and have models learn what patterns of fraud look
like. The learning can take many days or weeks to actually
complete. Once completed, those models can be applied in
real time as credit-card transactions occur, to flag potentially
fraudulent transactions. But the learning part was done off–
line from a static dataset.
Online learning occurs when we take a live dataset and simultaneously learn from it as the data comes in, while simultaneously deploying models to score activity in real time.
This process is quite a bit harder, since we are taking data as
it comes in, using live data to get smarter and run models at
the same time. This is the nature of modern, machine learning-based, credit card fraud detection. It notices what you
personally do or do not do. It involves individualized data,
simultaneously scoring activity. We use machine learning
online to learn and react at the same time.
This distinction is important because, for security, many of
our use cases require learning new patterns as quickly as possible. We do not always have the luxury of using offline machine learning to collect months and years of data. Instead, it
is often more desirable to have models that learn as quickly as
possible, as data comes in, and also react as quickly as possible, as data changes.
Historically, much of the machine learning we have done is
offline because it has been hard to move and analyze data fast
enough to run at scale. But now, with big data technologies
such as Hadoop,3 HBase,4 Kafka,5 Spark,6 and others, we are
able to learn and score as data streams into our system. The
speed and volume of our data feeds are so much greater than
ever before. Online learning (building the models) and scor3
4
5
6

Hadoop – http://hadoop.apache.org.
HBase – https://hbase.apache.org.
Kafka – http://kafka.apache.org.
Spark – http://spark.apache.org.
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to search, for example, on terabytes of data per day. And for
this, we have widely available big data-suitable technologies
like Solr7 and Elasticsearch.8 Such technology lets us scalably
index across all analyses from all detected threats, from all
datasets in the data lake. Technologies like Kibana are now
readily available to give us a friendly UI and API to search
and visualize our results.
However, visualizing big data is hard. You can imagine how a
pie chart of a thousand users, in which each bar corresponds
to one person, leads to a sea of color (figure 6).

Figure 6 – A pie chart showing the top 100 most active tweeters.
Source: http://chandoo.org/wp/2009/08/28/nightmarish-pie-charts/

ing (running the models) on terabytes of data a day is now
technically possible, whereas it would have been impossible
a decade ago.

Leveraging the data lake
A final reason that machine learning is more important to security now than ever becomes clear when we consider its use
with data lakes. Data lakes matter because they can be input
sources for the storage of data logs, as well a repository of an
organization’s intellectual property around which we build
protection. Clearly, we need big data analytics and automated
methods in order to see what threats are happening in this
realm. Increasingly, big data lakes are giving us the opportunity to analyze, detect, and predict threats—beyond seeing
what has happened—for compliance and forensics purposes.
This trend has occurred, in part, because data has gotten too
big to store in a SIEM. As we know, most SIEMs can practically store only a few months of data; anything older is dropped
or stored where it is not available for analysis. Increasingly,
organizations have focused on Hadoop and related technologies as a more cost-effective way to act as the system of record
for log files. But how can we better detect threats
once we are storing data (e.g., log files) in our
Hadoop data lake?

Visualization in the data lake is obviously an enormous field
for research involving the challenge of how to take huge
amounts of data and convey meaning. It requires understanding, aggregating, summarizing, and the ability to drill
down into different levels of detail. Techniques from visualization research—like focus-and-context visualization or an
understanding of visual cognition and biological precepts—
all come into play here. In other words, visualization is more
than just the drawing of the picture; the analytics underneath
the picture is equally important.
In figure 7, we can see the result of processing more than 45
billion events. We can see that the most important events
happened in February and March. Visualization on a large
amount of data must tell us a story. By using machine learning and visualization tools, we see the end of a pipeline of
analytics using computed risk scores to generate this picture
from the raw data. As we learned, math using machine learning is behind the tail end of a picture that shows risk over
time.
The “matrix” visualization at the top represents 45 billion
events. However, the underlying machine learning analysis
has processed the events to 7,535 “stories,” each with varying
levels of risk, which appears in the visualization as areas occupied by squares. Notice how quickly you see that two of the
highest risk time periods occurred in mid-to-late February.
Additional interactivity allows the user to zoom in and focus
on that specific time region for more detail.
7 Solr – http://lucene.apache.org/solr/.
8 Elasticsearch – https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch.

Search, visualize, detect, predict—and
repeat
As with any data, we want to be able to search,
visualize, detect, and predict threats. With machine learning, we want to combine human expertise with automated analyses for faster, more
accurate results. All of these tasks are harder on
big data, which requires newer technologies to
be capable of handling them at scale.
Data lakes let us search across and join all our
datasets into a single query. We want to be able
20 – ISSA Journal | January 2017

Figure 7 – A big data interactive visualization from Interset
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Here, every visualization supports large amounts of data,
with machine learning and the analytics working behind
the scenes to surface and compresses billions of events into
dozens of stories we can understand. Further, these visualizations can be interactive, provided you have the right technology to support that interactivity with filtering done using,
for example, fast search.

Taming big data
Just as we need big data tools to search and visualize, we need
tools to detect and predict that are suited to the data lake
realm. It’s still important to allow humans to inject business
context and priorities, as well as human intuition, into the
process. But clearly, standard rules engines may struggle to
keep up with the volumes and velocities of the data lake. They
are simply not going to scale to the size volume and velocity
of a big data engine. Fortunately, just as with search and visualization, there are technologies to support rules engines at
scale. Kafka, Spark, and Storm are good examples of technologies which understand how to move data at scale, process
patterns at scale, and trigger rules.
We also use different math because small-data math does not
apply to big datasets. To illustrate, remember how in high
school statistics we would always have to make sure our sample size was large enough to be statistically significant? A typical rule was to make sure you had at least a sample size of 20!
Back then, it was hard to get data, but that is no longer true.
Standard frequentist methods are sometimes not appropriate
for large datasets, where a Bayesian approach may be better
at dealing with large, messy, data. We also had to invent ways
of compressing large amounts of data into small, actionable
results that we could visualize, investigate, and plug into
workflow. This is best done using math and statistics, and not
counting, because as covered earlier, simply adding up scores
tells us little that is meaningful. We must use statistical ways
of computing and comparing use-principled math and statistics. These are essential technology tools for the data lake. But
what about our human experts? Where do we fit in?

Humans and machines: Better together
With big data and data lakes, machine learning can be far
more automated than ever before and as unsupervised as we
allow, while still accepting feedback such as in a semi-supervised system. Because data is simply becoming bigger, it is
safe to argue that the data lake is inevitable. With machine
learning to help us automate and learn—and with the right
technologies to help us search, visualize, and detect threats—
our human experts take on a new, more expert and guiding
role.
Here is how I think the security professional is evolving. Advanced chess,9 sometimes called Centaur chess, is a form of
chess where the players are actually teams of humans with
computer programs. The human players are fully in control but use chess programs to analyze and explore possible
9 Centaur Chess – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_Chess.

moves. It turns out that the combination of humans and computers together produces stronger chess play than either humans alone or computers alone.
Why is the combination of humans with computers so powerful for playing chess? It turns out that computers are generally better at calculating lots of moves, of being consistently
tactical, and not making mistakes. Humans, however, tend to
have a better holistic feel for the game. They see broad themes
and are better able to identify an edge, excelling in strategic
play.
What is perhaps best, of course, is humans and computers
working together. Why spend time looking at log files and
billions of events when computers are so good at these tasks?
Why look to an algorithm for a strategy on use cases? A skilled
cyber hunter fed with amazing data sources and machine
learning will save time, because the math never gets tired and
rarely, if ever, makes a mistake. This leaves our experts far
more free to focus on edge cases and provide feedback and
guidance back to the system on new models and features.
Better together, the human expert with proper machine learning tools is the winning combination that makes the future of
security analytics so optimistic, compelling, and powerful.
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